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SEALAND AVIATION

is a repair and overhaul company,
approved by Transport Canada for
Structures, Maintenance, Welding
and Manufacturing.
Founded in 1981 and based in
Campbell River, British Columbia,
Canada, Sealand Aviation has
established an ironclad reputation
for knowledgeable, efficient service
and innovative design – always
geared to our customers’ needs.

For professional and efficient
maintenance and repairs come to
our floatplane hangar at Tyee Spit,
or to our hangar located at the
end of Taxiway “D” at the
Campbell River Airport.

The SEALAND JUMP SEAT for the deHavilland Beaver
STC SA01-074
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Ideal for passenger and cargo operations, great for flightseeing! Sealand jump seats increase the
maximum number of passengers from seven to eight. Wherever you are, you can easily switch
seats around to accommodate a full load of passengers or a mix of passengers and freight. These
seats give you more flexibility for flightseeing.

To replace the hammock seat: Sealand Jump Seats at Station 62
The right-hand seat attaches to the right cabin wall, and the lefthand seat attaches to the left cabin wall (similar to the jump seats
in a Cessna 185). The center seat fits between them with a leg that
attaches to the cabin floor. This configuration allows the use of one,
two or three seats. The pilot can install or remove the center seat
or one or both of the side seats and stow them out of the way. The
center seat must be removed when the rear jump seat is occupied to
allow emergency access. Existing seat belts are used.

The New Sealand Jump Seat at Station 92
This rear bench seat is hinged and may be stored upright
against the cabin wall, leaving the rear area clear for cargo.
Due to structural considerations, the maximum number of
passengers occupying the seat is two, and the maximum
weight of the passengers in the rear seat is 195 pounds.
Additional seat belts are required.
The installation of the seats depends on the aircraft configuration; see back of this sheet for more information.

Box 729, Campbell River, B.C., Canada V9W 6J3

Call Toll-Free 1-800-331-4244
Or visit us on the web at:
www.sealandaviation.com
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Upholstery is not included. The seats can be purchased individually or as a set.
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Maximum number of passengers

